How Following Best Practices Leads to Successful Facilities
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It all started with a budget crisis — and a handshake.

In 2003, Dan Pacholke, then superintendent of Cedar Creek Corrections Center in Littlerock, Wash., wanted to expand the prison, but the facility lacked the necessary wastewater reserves required to treat an expanded prison, along with the funds and resources to do it. During that same time period, he met Dr. Nalini Nadkarni, a forest ecologist and Evergreen State College faculty member, at a volunteer banquet. After about 15 minutes, they realized that they could help each other by initiating environmental activities in the prison system that could reduce operating and environmental impacts for the Washington State Department of Corrections (WDOC), while providing low-cost staffing for community nature and conservation projects.

With basically just a handshake agreement, they formed a partnership between the corrections department and the college. Dr. Nadkarni brought a lecturer to Cedar Creek to speak on hydrology and help start a compost center, and Pacholke asked inmates to scrape foods off their plates for composting, diverting that waste from landfills. These initiatives eventually allowed the facility to save enough waste to expand the prison capacity without having to expand wastewater treatments.

From there, the Sustainability in Prisons Project (SPP) was born, and for the first five years, there was no real contract or budget between the two partners. During that time, both acted together to figure out what worked and soon realized that these sustainable initiatives were cost-effective and provided an opportunity for inmates to contribute to the community.

“It really was about money in the beginning, and then along the way, you get teased with activities that you find rewarding. You also break down the view of prisons,” said Pacholke, now the assistant secretary of the prisons division for the WDOC. “They’re seen as black holes, but when you open them up, [the community] begins to see that there’s a resource in there, a human capital that has energy and talent. Prisons have something to contribute beyond being just a dark place behind a wall that is scary. We want to be good neighbors.”

The Projects

The activities portion of SPP started with the Moss-in-Prison Project. Using the prison facilities as a controlled environment, the Cedar Creek staff, offenders and Evergreen students explored how to grow mosses for the horticulture trade, determining which species could be cultivated to relieve pressures of unsustainable moss harvesting in old-growth forests that have fragile habitats. With significant scientific findings resulting from the project, more scientists and sustainability specialists took interest in

“it opens up prisons so that people can see them as good neighbors that are solving local and regional problems,” Pacholke said.
the opportunities at Cedar Creek, leading to the development of more studies and more sustainable projects, designed, initiated and managed by Cedar Creek prison staff and offenders.

SPP worked on another successful initiative, a greenhouse and garden built within the prison’s perimeter that produced 15,000 pounds of food annually and saved more than $17,000 per year on organic vegetables. Food composting and recycling programs were also put into place, diverting more than 2,000 pounds of food from landfills each month and recycling more than 2,000 pounds of paper and 4,300 pounds of cardboard. Together, these projects saved the prison $15,000 annually.

With the success at Cedar Creek, more environmental projects were added, and SPP efforts are now initiated in all 12 prisons in Washington, which serve approximately 17,000 inmates.

“The inmate reaction has been extremely positive. At the pinnacle of what we do is the restoration of endangered species, but we get equal enthusiasm around organic gardening and other sustainable activities. In large, people want to do things that they see are meaningful,” Pacholke said.

The most popular jobs tend to be the three conservation projects, in which inmates work on scientific research studies that involve caring for and raising an endangered species, such as the Oregon spotted frog, Taylor’s checkerspot butterflies, and flower and grass species in Puget Sound’s prairie ecosystem.

In a partnership with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, staff and offenders at Cedar Creek work to rear endangered Oregon spotted frogs, and two inmates have been hired since 2009 to be ecological research assistants inside the prison. They are in charge of feeding and cleaning the frogs, as well as collecting data on water quality, growth frog behavior and mortality. Frogs are released into the wild each fall, and due to the success at the facility, the frog capacity has doubled to accommodate 400 frogs.

A similar approach is taken at Mission Creek Corrections Center for Women. Through training, three to four inmates are helping raise up to 2,500 Taylor’s checkerspot butterflies each year to be released onto south Puget Sound prairie restoration sites. The prairie restoration project is another study that involves the Stafford Creek Corrections Center, Washington Corrections Center for Women and Shotwell’s Landing Conservation nursery. Staff and offenders are currently propagating more than 300,000 native plants for the Joint Base Lewis-McChord military base and other Puget Sound area restoration sites. About 20 inmates and four Evergreen students work with Carl Elliot, SPP conservation and restoration coordinator, to propagate more than 40 different flower and grass species at the three conservation nursery sites.

Apart from scientific studies, SPP offers several sustainable activities in which inmates can participate. Recycling, composting and organic gardening make up the basics, but there are also opportunities for offenders to refurbish bicycles for underprivileged children and work on a K-9 rescue program to rehabilitate troubled dogs for adoption by families.

In order to be eligible for the program, inmates must show good behavior and complete an interview process somewhat similar to what they would expect after applying for a job outside of the prison. Depending on the project — some assignments can be done inside the fence, while others are done on the outside — certain security requirements also apply.

Graduate students and scientists work with the inmates to avoid putting too much of a burden on the corrections staff. The students purchase supplies and develop task lists, acting as a liaison between the prison staff and inmates, and the scientists.

Education and Training

As part of the program, education and training is offered in a variety of ways. For instance, certain projects require specific training, and scientists come in to teach inmates about what they are doing and why they are doing it.

“When it comes to teaching them about these species, it’s more about the connection,” Pacholke said.

That hope has become a reality, with several inmates furthering their sustainable education upon release from prison. “We had one inmate who has since been released and went on to pursue his Ph.D. after working on the muss project. Others were involved in the bee-keeping program and started their own bee-keeping projects after leaving the prison system,” Bush said.
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The scientific projects have been widely successful. This year alone, there will be 12,300 endangered frogs and 35,000 butterflies released into the wild, and 20 million rare and endangered plants will be restored. Because the program is so popular at Evergreen, the number of graduate students enrolled has doubled in the past year.

The inmates also benefit with positive activities and education. SPP has facilitated more than 100 lectures and 30 workshops on science and sustainability that give inmates knowledge they can use upon release from the prison system.

Bush also commented: “When inmates are sitting idle, there tend to be more security issues. We want to think about how these people are going back into our community, and [this program] can give them new skills for learning sustainability, gardening or working with nature, which may have a therapeutic benefit.”

Expanding SPP

After years of getting the SPP program in place, other states are starting to take note. In fact, Bush said that they received emails from more than 20 states that want to set up their own sustainability projects.

In September, almost 50 participants from Washington, Oregon, California, Ohio, Utah, Maryland and various national organizations gathered for the SPP National Conference. SPP staff and partners hosted three prison tours and presented the program’s history and tips for success, encouraging other state corrections departments to set up similar programs. Another conference in March was held in Utah and furthered the conversation about resources, strategies and benefits.

SPP now receives grant funding from academic partners that normally wouldn’t be available for corrections agencies, but because of the partnership with the school, the program is able to offer new and innovative programs.

While the partnership has been a positive one, Pacholke admitted that partnerships can be tough. The parties involved “have different regulatory procedures and budgets and different things they’re trying to achieve, but when you can find something that SPP Co-Director Keri Leroy often calls ‘a win-win-win-win’ for everyone involved, you’ve got something powerful,” he said.

Pacholke said the first step to developing a similar program is to say you want to do something and adopt a project. The next step is to use as much innovation at the least cost possible; stretch and look for partners. Along the way you can adopt a plan and do formal agreements.

Not only is a project like SPP economically and provides the WDOC meaningful work activities, it provides the department of corrections with links to the community, he said. “It opens up prisons so that people can see them as good neighbors that are solving local and regional problems,” Pacholke said. “We’re a big industry, and communities should see some benefit to us beyond the fact that people are incarcerated in the prison system. [These programs] reduce costs and reduce violence in prisons and lead to better citizenship upon release.”

During the TEDx conference, Pacholke reminded audience members that 17,000 men and women are incarcerated in Washington and about 2.5 million are incarcerated nationally. Using the SPP statistics as an example, the national community has the opportunity to benefit by creating similar projects within other state prison systems. Then, if that model was expanded to incorporate juvenile detention centers, drug rehabilitation programs and nursing homes, as well as schools and offices, he said, the sustainability possibilities really could be endless.